Can you jump like a beach hopper?

Today we are going to try to find out how far you could jump if you jumped like a beach hopper.

If I could jump like a beach hopper, I think I could jump ____ feet.

1. To answer this problem, we need to know how big a beach hopper is. A beach hopper is _________________.

2. Now we need to find out how far a beach hopper can jump. A beach hopper can jump _________________.

3. A beach hopper can jump ____ times longer than the length of its body.

4. How tall are you? I am _________________.

5. If you could jump ____ times the length of your body, just like a beach hopper, how far would that be?

6. How far can you really jump? I can jump _________________.

7. Who is a better jumper, you or a beach hopper?

On the back of the page, draw a picture of yourself with a beach hopper’s jumping legs!